neo-Confucianism was the dominant cultural system during the Chosŏn dynasty, one that was imposed by the people who had all the advantages, it did not hold complete sway and did not manage to displace everything else. The scholar-officials were not able to will away the other traditions on the peninsula with a flourish of their writing-brushes nor coerce submission entirely through the wholesale revision of the law codes. Alongside the most confident expressions of orthodoxy, one hears dissenting messages. T'oegye, for example, the dynasty's finest neo-Confucian mind, typified the orthodox certitude in the following sijo poem.
The green hills-how can it be that they are green eternally? Flowing streams-how can it be night and day do they never stand still? We also, we can never stop, we shall grow green eternally.
However, T'oegye had a contemporary, Hwang Chini (c. 1506-1544), who wrote this:
Mountains are steadfast, but waters are not so. Since they flow day and night, can there be old waters? Great heroes are like waters, once gone, they never return.2
Now although the context of Hwang's poem is likely to be the departure of a lover, it stands nevertheless on its own terms as a logically consistent and critical alternative to the establishment dogma. Hwang Chini had been consigned the lowest social rank (though not born so) by virtue of being a kisaeng, who in the tradition of the entertainment women had undergone a classical education but saw and experienced life from the other side of orthodoxy. And certainly, even in the period of peace and of neo-Confucian supremacy following the reconstruction of state and society in the wake of the Japanese invasions, there was change and development and large areas of life that fell outside the
